Abstract-In this paper, a basic framework for efficient scalable video coding, namely progressive fine granularity scalable (PFGS) video coding is proposed. Similar to the fine granularity scalable (FGS) video coding in MPEG-4, the PFGS framework has all the features of FGS, such as fine granularity bit-rate scalability, channel adaptation, and error recovery. On the other hand, different from the FGS coding, the PFGS framework uses multiple layers of references with increasing quality to make motion prediction more accurate for improved video-coding efficiency. However, using multiple layers of references with different quality also introduces several issues. First, extra frame buffers are needed for storing the multiple reconstructed reference layers. This would increase the memory cost and computational complexity of the PFGS scheme. Based on the basic framework, a simplified and efficient PFGS framework is further proposed. The simplified PFGS framework needs only one extra frame buffer with almost the same coding efficiency as in the original framework. Second, there might be undesirable increase and fluctuation of the coefficients to be coded when switching from a low-quality reference to a high-quality one, which could partially offset the advantage of using a high-quality reference. A further improved PFGS scheme can eliminate the fluctuation of enhancement-layer coefficients when switching references by always using only one high-quality prediction reference for all enhancement layers. Experimental results show that the PFGS framework can improve the coding efficiency up to more than 1 dB over the FGS scheme in terms of average PSNR, yet still keeps all the original properties, such as fine granularity, bandwidth adaptation, and error recovery. A simple simulation of transmitting the PFGS video over a wireless channel further confirms the error robustness of the PFGS scheme, although the advantages of PFGS have not been fully exploited.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T RANSMITTING digital video over the Internet or wireless channels encounters two major problems: bandwidth fluctuation and packet-losses or errors. It is very desirable to have a video-coding scheme that can adapt to the channel conditions and recover gracefully from packet losses or errors. One good solution to these problems is to compress and transmit a video sequence with scalability. In this paper, we will focus on discussing scalable compression. Block discrete cosing transform (DCT) and wavelet have been two dominant transform techniques in the existing video-coding schemes.
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Although the use of discrete wavelet transform (DWT) in scalable coding has received much attention for its inherent multi-resolution and progressive characteristics in recent years [1] - [4] , block DCT transform coders enjoyed the success due to their low complexity in implementation and their reasonably good performance. Therefore, a number of DCT-based techniques have been proposed for implementing scalable coding within the framework of the current coding standards, such as MPEG-2, and H.263 plus [5] , [6] . When MPEG-4 issued a call for proposals for achieving fine granularity scalability (FGS) in video coding, three types of techniques were submitted, namely, bit-plane coding of the predicted DCT residue [7] , [8] , wavelet coding of image residue [9] - [11] , and matching-pursuit coding of the predicted DCT residue [12] , [13] . After several core experiments, the bit-plane coding of the DCT residue was accepted by MPEG-4 standard as a promising FGS coding scheme for the streaming video profile.
In the current FGS coding scheme, an encoder using the motion-compensated DCT transform coding which can be compatible to other standards, such as MPEG-2, MPEG-4, and H.263, etc., generates a base-layer video as the lowest quality layer. Generally, the base-layer video can be transmitted in a well-controlled channel to minimize errors or packet-losses, or in other words, the base layer can be encoded in a way to fit in the minimum channel bandwidth. The residues between original DCT coefficients and dequantized DCT coefficients of the base layer form the enhancement bitstream with the bit-plane coding technology, which can provide an embedded bitstream and fine granularity scalability. Fine granularity means that the enhancement bitstream can be decoded at any length. The number of enhancement layers produced by the FGS coding scheme is not fixed, but based on the number of bit planes needed to represent the residues in binary format. Each enhancement layer contains increasingly more detailed video data to enhance the base layer. The quality of video thereby improves with each enhancement layer.
One major feature of FGS coding scheme is that the base layer and all enhancement layers in a predicted frame are always predicted from the reconstructed version of the base layer in the reference frame. Therefore, the FGS coding scheme provides excellent error recovery from occasional data losses or errors in enhancement layers. By predicting all enhancement layers from the base layer, losses or corruptions of one or more enhancement layers during transmission have no effect to the frames followed. However, since the prediction is always based on the lowest quality base layer, the coding efficiency of the FGS scheme is not as good as, and sometimes much worse than, traditional SNR scalability schemes, such as in [15] . On the other hand, in the traditional SNR scalability schemes, same layer references are used to provide better predictions, which in turn normally provides better coding efficiency. But once there is an error or packet loss in the enhancement layers, it would propagate to the end of a group of picture (GOP) and would cause a serious drifting problem in the higher layers of the following predicted frames. Even though there may be sufficient bandwidth available later on, the decoder could not recover to the highest quality until another GOP starts. Therefore, the traditional SNR scalability schemes are normally only suitable for simulcast in stable channels.
In order to improve the coding efficiency of FGS, a basic framework for more efficient scalable video coding was first proposed to MPEG-4 in [16] . We call this basic framework as progressive fine granularity scalable (PFGS) video coding. Similar to FGS, PFGS coding scheme also encodes video frames into multiple layers, including a base layer of relatively lower quality video and multiple enhancement layers of increasingly higher quality video. (Some also refer to all the enhancement layers as a single enhancement layer with multiple bit planes, but we prefer to refer to them as multiple layers.) However, in the PFGS framework we try to use several high-quality references for the predictions in the enhancement-layer encoding rather than always use the base layer. Using high-quality references would make motion predictions more accurate, thus it could improve the coding efficiency. Our experimental results show that the PFGS scheme can achieve consistently better coding efficiency than the FGS scheme while keeping all the properties of FGS, such as fine granularity scalability, channel adaptation, and error recovery.
There are still several issues to be addressed in the basic PFGS framework proposed in [16] . First, it needs multiple extra frame buffers to save multiple reconstructed layers as references, which increases the memory cost and computational complexity of the PFGS encoder and decoder. Fortunately, not every reference layer makes the same contribution to the improvement of coding efficiency. Only a few among the reference layers make significant contributions to improving the coding efficiency, while others have little effect. How to choose minimal number of reference layers to achieve high coding efficiency remains an open problem. Another problem is the fluctuation and increase of DCT coefficients when switching from a low-quality reference to a high-quality one. An efficient approach that can take full advantage of a high-quality reference without causing any fluctuation should be investigated to further improve the coding efficiency of the basic PFGS framework.
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section II briefly introduces the basic idea to build the PFGS framework. In order to reduce the memory cost and computational complexity of the PFGS framework, a simplified framework with one extra frame buffer is proposed. Section III analyzes the reasons why multiple different quality references might cause the fluctuation and increase in residue coefficients. An improved technique integrating the high-quality reference into low enhancement-layer coding is proposed in this section. The encoder and decoder of the PFGS framework are illustrated and discussed in Section IV. Experimental results presented in Section V demonstrate the ad- vantages of the proposed PFGS framework. A simple simulation of transmitting the PFGS video over a wireless channel further confirms the error robustness of the PFGS scheme in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.
II. BASIC PFGS FRAMEWORK

A. Basic Ideas to Build the PFGS Framework
As discussed in the previous section, the FGS video-coding scheme provides very good bandwidth adaptation and error-recovery properties, but it sacrifices coding efficiency. On the other hand, the SNR scalability traditional schemes have good coding efficiency, but they lose the bandwidth adaptation and error recovery properties. Is there a new framework that could provide a good balance between coding efficiency and all the scalability properties? In this paper, we try to find such a general framework that can keep the properties of FGS coding scheme, such as fine granularity scalability, channel adaptation, and error recovery, while using as many predictions from the same reference layer as possible as in the traditional SNR scalability schemes.
There are two key points in designing such a framework. The first point is to use as many predictions from the enhancement reference layers as possible (for coding efficiency), instead of always using base layer as in the FGS scheme. Since the quality of an enhancement layer is better than that of the base layer, such a framework makes motion compensation as accurate as possible for any given video layer to maintain coding efficiency. The second point is to keep a prediction path from the base layer to the highest quality layers across several frames (for error recovery and channel adaptation). This will make sure that the coding schemes can gracefully recover from losses or errors. Lost or erroneous higher quality enhancement layers may be automatically reconstructed from lower layers gradually over a few frames with such a prediction path. Fig. 1 conceptually illustrates such an exemplary framework for efficient video coding with no drifting problem. In the illustrated framework, frame 2 is predicted from the base layer and even enhancement layers of frame 1 (i.e., the second and fourth enhancement layers). Frame 3 is predicted from the base layer and odd enhancement layers of frame 2 (i.e., the first and third enhancement layers). Frame 4 is again predicted from the base layer and even enhancement layers of frame 3, and so on. It is obvious that three highest enhancement layers in frame 2 are predicted from high-quality reference layers in frame 1, rather than from the base layer in frame 1. Since the quality of an enhancement layer is higher than that of the base layer, the framework shown in Fig. 1 provides more accurate motion prediction to improve the coding efficiency. On the other hand, many prediction paths from the lowest quality layer to the highest quality layer are preserved. For instance, the base layer of frame 1, the first enhancement layer of frame 2, the second enhancement layer of frame 3, the third enhancement layer of frame 4, and the fourth enhancement layer of frame 5 constitute such a complete path.
The advantages of the proposed framework are obvious when it is applied to video transmission over the Internet or wireless channels. The encoded bitstream can adapt to the available bandwidth of the channel without any drifting problem. Fig. 1 shows an example of this bandwidth adaptation process. The dashed line traces the transmitted video layers. Note that at frame 2, there is a reduction in bandwidth. At this frame, the transmitter (server) simply drops the bits of higher layers (from the second to the fourth enhancement layers). However, after frame 2, as the bandwidth increases, the transmitter simply transmits more layers of video bits. After three frames (at frame 5), the decoder side can obtain up to the highest quality video layer again. Note that in all these operations, no re-encoding or retransmission of the video bitstream is required. Similarly, when several enhancement layers in one or more frames have packet losses or errors, the recovery process is the same as that of bandwidth adaptation case. We can see that the processes of bandwidth adaptation and error recovery are a graceful and gradual one, which progressively recover across several frames. Therefore, this framework is called PFGS video coding. Fig. 1 exemplifies a case where the group depth is 2. Group depth defines how many layers may refer back to a common reference layer. The group depth can be changed in each frame. If the group depth is 1, the proposed framework essentially becomes the traditional SNR scalability schemes as in [15] . If the group depth is equal to the total number of layers, the proposed framework essentially represents FGS in [7] , [8] . In fact, the above description is just a special case of a more general case where in each frame the reference layers used for prediction can be randomly assigned as long as a prediction path from lowest layer to highest layer is maintained across several frames.
B. The Simplified PFGS Framework
It is very clear that compared to FGS, the implementation of such a PFGS framework as shown in Fig. 1 needs several extra frame buffers to save the reconstructed enhancement layers as references. In Fig. 1 , there are two extra buffers needed for encoding each frame. For example, the second and fourth enhancement layers in frame 1 are used as references for the enhancement-layer coding in frame 2, and the first and third enhancement layers in frame 2 are also used as references for the enhancement-layer coding in frame 3, and so on. In fact, the number of extra frame buffers increases as the number of enhancement layers increases. If we could reduce the number of extra frame buffers to a minimum number while still maintaining almost the same coding efficiency, it will be a very significant complexity reduction for the PFGS implementation, especially for the hardware implementation.
Although the PFGS framework could use as many additional reference buffers as possible to achieve greater coding efficiency improvement, we still prefer a much simplified PFGS framework that can provide a good tradeoff between coding efficiency versus the memory cost and computational complexity. Fortunately, not all enhancement layers are well suited to be used as references. Only a few enhancement layers as references can make a significant contribution to improving the coding efficiency, whereas others have little effect. Generally, the lower enhancement layers are not good references. Since these layers may comprise errors with large magnitudes caused by motion across frames, the correlations of lower enhancement layers between adjacent frames are weak. Here, the correlation between two same layers in adjacent frames is defined as the absolute sum of binary difference of two bit planes. The larger the absolute value is, the weaker the correlation between them. The higher enhancement layers are not good references either. Firstly, the bit rate of higher enhancement layers is too high for most applications. The gain by using a high-quality reference will appear only at very high bit rate. Secondly, the small magnitude errors encoded in these layers may be just produced by noise. Therefore, the correlation of higher enhancement layers between adjacent frames are weak too. Only by using the middle enhancement layers as references can we achieve the most coding efficiency improvement, since the DCT coefficients in the middle enhancement layers show strong correlations between adjacent frames.
A simplified PFGS framework with only two frame buffers could offer a good tradeoff between coding efficiency versus the extra memory cost and computational complexity. In the simplified PFGS framework, the first frame buffer is used to save the reconstructed base layer in a previous frame as a reference for the base layer and the lower quality enhancement layers in a predicted frame. The second frame buffer is used to save a reconstructed enhancement layer in a previous frame as a reference for the higher quality enhancement layers. An exemplary framework is shown in Fig. 2 . The base layer and the first two en- hancement layers of frame 2 are predicted from the base layer of frame 1, and other higher quality enhancement layers of frame 2 are predicted from the third enhancement layer of frame 1. Instead of using a fixed enhancement layer, the reference alternates between two different enhancement layers to form a complete prediction path from the base layer to the highest enhancement layer for error recovery and channel adaptation. Which enhancement layer to use as the high-quality reference depends on the contents of the video sequence and the bit rate of the base layer. How to choose such an enhancement layer is an optimization issue in the encoding process. The index of the enhancement layer selected as the reference can be encoded as part of the video bitstream.
Since the framework in Fig. 2 uses two reference layers for the prediction, it produces two sets of predicted DCT coefficients: 1) a first set of predicted DCT coefficients are prediction errors formed by referencing the base layer, which is a low-quality reference layer and 2) a second set of predicted DCT coefficients are prediction errors formed by referencing a higher quality enhancement layer. The first set of predicted DCT coefficients are encoded in the base layer and lower enhancement layers, and the difference between the second set of predicted DCT coefficients and those reconstructed from the base layer and low enhancement layers is encoded to form higher enhancement layers.
III. IMPROVEMENTS TO THE PFGS FRAMEWORK
A. Potential Coding Inefficiency Due to Predictions from Two References
The goal of using the second high-quality reference is to reduce the bit-rate of the higher enhancement layers. As shown in Fig. 2 , the second set of predicted DCT coefficients will have statistically lower magnitude compared with the first set of predicted DCT coefficients because its reference is of higher quality and hence closer to the original image. Theoretically, we also expect that the differences between the second set of predicted DCT coefficients and those reconstructed from the base layer and lower enhancement layers are smaller than the residues of the first set of predicted DCT coefficients after the base-layer and lower enhancement layers encoding. Lower DCT differences translate into fewer coding layers, therefore, resulting in better coding efficiency. However, the expectation is only valid statistically.
The displaced frame difference (DFD) image is defined as the difference between the original image and the motion predicted image. With the linear DCT transforms, the DCT coefficients of the DFD image are equal to the difference between the DCT coefficients of the original image and that of the predicted image. There are two kinds of differential operations in PFGS coding schemes for improving the coding efficiency. The first kind of differential operations are essentially the normal motion compensation operations that are used to generate the DFD in order to reduce the temporal redundancy. These subtractive processes are denoted with horizontal solid-line arrows between adjacent frames in Fig. 2 . The second kind of differential operations are performed on the predicted DCT coefficients within one frame after switching from a lower quality reference to a higher quality one to reduce DCT coefficient redundancy. Normally, the results of the second kind of differential operations are called residues in this paper. For convenience, we define the following terminology for referencing these differences:
LQPi low-quality predicted image that is generated by motion compensation from the lower quality reference; LQPd difference between LQPi and the original image; LQPD DCT coefficients of LQPd; LQBR DCT residues that are produced by subtracting the already encoded (quantized and then dequantized) DCT coefficients in the base layer from LQPD coefficients; LQPR DCT residues that are produced by subtracting the already encoded DCT coefficients in the previous layers from the LQPD coefficients; HQPi high-quality predicted image that is generated by motion compensation from the higher quality reference; HQPd differences between HQPi and the original image; HQPD DCT coefficients of HQPd; HQPR DCT residues that are produced by subtracting the already encoded DCT coefficients in the previous layers from the HQPD coefficients;
HQBR DCT residues that are produced by subtracting the already encoded DCT coefficients in the base layer from the HQPD coefficients.
Specifically, Fig. 3 illustrates the relationships among the above terminology. It is obvious that the HQPi will produce lower DFD DCT coefficients compared with the LQPi because the reference is of higher quality. However, the dynamic range of the HQPD coefficients is not necessary always less than that of the LQPD coefficients. For some instances, the magnitude of individual HQPD coefficients may actually increase compared with that of the LQPD coefficients due to the nonideal motion compensation. Moreover, in order to reduce the redundancy between LQPD coefficients and HQPD coefficients and to further improve the coding efficiency, normally only the difference between the HQPD and the reconstructed low-layer LQPD; that is, the residue HQPR is coded in higher enhancement layers. Although doing so generally will reduce the energy of the coefficients to be coded, the dynamic range of the difference actually would increase (causing more fluctuation) and an additional sign map would be required to code the difference HQPR.
Both the undesired fluctuation in magnitude and the additional sign bit are particularly inefficient for bit-plane coding. First, if the undesired fluctuation and increase in magnitude exceed the range represented by residual bit planes, it would seriously affect the coding efficiency of bit-plane coding. For example, assume that three bit planes are used to encode the LQPR in higher enhancement layers when referencing a low-quality layer. However, after switching to a higher quality reference, if the absolute value of an individual HQPR coefficient exceeds 7, one or multiple additional bit planes have to be inserted between lower and higher enhancement layers to represent the excess range. Secondly, the sign of HQPR may be different from that of LQBR. Since the sign bit of every coefficient is encoded after the MSB of that coefficient, for those coefficients whose MSB's have been encoded in base layer and lower enhancement layers, new signs have to be encoded again.
B. A More Efficient PFGS Framework
Ideally, in order to avoid the excess fluctuation and increase in magnitude of the prediction residues mentioned above, the bit planes encoded in lower and higher enhancement layers should be from one set of prediction residues. In addition, the extra sign layer is also completely avoided by doing so. In the baseline FGS case, the bit planes of all enhancement layers are indeed always from the same set of residues LQBR. However, since it always uses base-layer video as references, the overall coding efficiency is limited, especially for higher enhancement layers. On the other hand, in the PFGS framework shown in Fig. 2 , only the lower enhancement layers include bit planes from the LQBR, while the higher enhancement layers encode bit planes from HQPR as shown in Fig. 3 , causing exactly the same problem. A conditional replenishment method described in [17] can be used to eliminate this kind of fluctuation when switching from a lower quality reference to a higher quality one. In the conditional replenishment scheme, not all the LQPR coefficients are replaced by the HQPR coefficients. The lower layer prediction coefficients LQPR are conditionally replaced by the higher layer prediction coefficients HQPR depending on the values of the reconstructed lower layer LQPD. If the reconstructed lower layer coefficient LQPD is zero then the corresponding coefficient in LQPR is replaced with that in HQPR. If the reconstructed coefficient is not zero, then no replacement is done. Though the conditional replenishment can solve the fluctuation problem, it partially loses the advantages of using a high-quality reference. Non-zeros in the reconstructed lower layer coefficients LQPD are an essential condition to cause fluctuation, but not a sufficient one. In many cases, even though there are nonzeros in the reconstructed lower layer coefficients, the residues can still be reduced by replacing the prediction coefficients LQPR with HQPR. On the other hand, the conditional replenishment method essentially needs a new reference mixed with the lower quality reference and the higher quality reference in DCT domain. For the decoder, since only two predicted image LQPi and HQPi are available, two extra DCT transforms will be needed in order to get the corresponding LQPD and HQPD, thus the computational complexity of a decoder will be increased. Therefore, a more efficient and simple approach that can take full advantage of a high-quality reference without causing any fluctuation should be investigated to further improve the coding efficiency.
We propose to solve this problem within the PFGS framework. The improved PFGS framework based on a new structure is given in Fig. 4 . In this improved framework, while the base layer encoding is still the same as that in the baseline FGS and PFGS framework in Fig. 2 , all enhancement layers encode differences between the HQPD and the dequantized LQPD from base layer, i.e., HQBR. Note that now the lower enhancement layers contain the first few most significant bits in the HQBR coefficients instead of that of the LQBR coefficients as in the baseline FGS and the PFGS framework in Fig. 2 . Since all enhancement layers always encode the same set of coefficients HQBR in the improved PFGS framework, there is neither sign change nor fluctuation among any enhancement layers.
The lower enhancement layers, which also encode the differences between HQPD and reconstructed base layer LQPD, would introduce several problems. It seems that this would cause drifting errors if the HQPi reference were not available at the decoder. Moreover, this seems to destroy the channel adaptation and error recovery properties with FGS/PFGS. Indeed, when the HQPi reference is not available at the decoder, we have to use the LQPi reference instead; this would introduce some errors in lower enhancement layers due to the different references used in the encoder and the decoder. In fact, the overall quality loss in the lower enhancement layers is very small, because a better prediction compensates most of the loss caused by using different references.
How to minimize the quality loss in the lower enhancement layers is not important. It is much more important to find a way to prevent these errors in one frame from propagating to other frames. Fortunately, the framework shown in Fig. 4 suggests a scheme to solve the potential error-drifting problem completely. The key here is to make sure that the encoder and decoder have the same reconstructed references for any future frame prediction although the reconstructed reference may not have the best quality it could get if reconstructed using a high-quality reference. We will show this through an example. As in FGS, we still assume there is no error in the base layer. In the decoder end, if there are packet losses or errors in the third enhancement layer in frame 1 which is used in the encoder end to get the HQBR coefficients, all the enhancement layers in frame 2 will have to use the base layer in frame 1 as a reference. Of course, there would be some quality loss by doing so. However, as long as in both the encoder end and the decoder end the reconstruction of the second enhancement layer of frame 2 always uses the base layer of frame 1 as the reference, then the errors in the reconstruction of second enhancement layer could not further propagate to any frames followed. The unique feature of this improved framework is that in a prediction frame, the reference used for prediction could be different from the reference used for reconstruction. This feature prevents the error drifting and preserves all the bandwidth adaptation and error recovery features of PFGS. Moreover, it brings more coding efficiency gain in the higher enhancement layers. In Fig. 4 , for example, we notice that the second enhancement layer in frame 2 can be always reconstructed by referencing the base layer of frame 1 to prevent the error drifting into future frames. However, if the third enhancement layer of frame 1 is available, a better quality second enhancement layer of frame 2 can still be reconstructed with it for display purpose only. The reconstruction of display image can be different from that of reference image is yet another feature of the improved framework.
The architecture of encoding B frames using the improved framework is shown in Fig. 5 . The bi-directional motion estimation determines the type of motion compensation and motion vectors by referencing the original image of a previous intra or prediction frame and the original image of the next or frame. The LQPD coefficients of the frame are formed by referencing the base layer in a forward reference frame and/or the base layer in a backward reference frame. At the same time, the HQPD coefficients of the frame are formed by an enhancement layer in a forward reference frame and/or the enhancement reference in a backward reference frame. Similar to frames, all the enhancement layers in a frame are encoded with the difference between HQPD and dequantized LQPD from the base layer. Because none of the enhancement layers in a frame is used as a reference for other frames, the errors in lower enhancement layers of frames have no effect to any other frames. However, when there are enhancement reference layers available, they can be certainly used to produce better quality frames.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF PFGS ENCODER AND DECODER
In the previous section, we discussed an improved PFGS framework. How to implement the encoder and decoder based on the improved PFGS framework will be the focus of this section. Firstly, an encoder with two reference buffers for video prediction is given in Fig. 6 . Frame Buffer 0 is used to save the reconstructed base layer in a previous frame as a reference for the base layer coding. Frame Buffer 1 is used to save a reconstructed enhancement layer in a previous frame as a reference for coding all enhancement layers.
The base layer encoding is the same as that of base-line FGS, which can be compatible with other standards, such as MPEG-2, MPEG-4 and H.263. Motion estimation (ME) module gets the motion vectors between two adjacent original frames and outputs its results to two motion compensators (MCs). The first motion compensator predicts the image by referencing the reconstructed base layer in Frame Buffer 0. The second motion compensator predicts image by referencing a reconstructed enhancement layer in Frame Buffer 1. After the first motion compensation and DCT transform of the DFD image, we obtain LQPD coefficients in base layer encoder as shown in Fig. 6 . The LQPD coefficients are quantized by scalar quantization and compressed by VLC into the base layer bitstream. Generally, the step size of scalar quantizer is large in order to generate a relatively short bitstream.
On the other hand, the second motion compensator and the second DCT module generate the HQPD, which are the DCT transforms of the DFD image with a high-quality reference. The differences (residues) between HQPD and the reconstructed LQPD from the base layer are encoded in all the enhancement layers. The bit plane coding technique is used in the enhancement layers to provide an embedded bitstream and fine granularity scalability. For the improved PFGS framework, the difference now is that all the enhancement layers always use an enhancement layer in the previous frame as a reference as opposed in the base-line FGS case that all enhancement layers always use the base layer in the previous frame as a reference. The maximum absolute value of the differences determines the maximum number of bit planes in a frame. The 64 absolute values in a difference block are arranged in a zigzag order into an array. A bit plane is defined as an array of 64 bits which are taken from each of the 64 absolute values at the same significant bit position. This implies that the quantization steps of the enhancement layers are a series of factor 2 , where is from the maximum number of bit planes to 0. For the lowest enhancement layer, equals to the maximum number of bit planes and for the highest enhancement layer equals to 0. For each bit plane of each block, (RUN, EOP) symbols are formed and encoded using variable length codes to produce the enhancement bitstream for that bit plane. EOP stands for the "End Of Plane." The sign bit of each difference coefficient is encoded with one bit following the most significant bit (MSB) of that coefficient as the coefficient's MSB gets encoded. The binary "0" denotes a positive difference and binary "1" denotes a negative one.
The enhancement layer in the current frame used for the prediction of enhancement layers in the next frame is reconstructed using the first bit planes in the bitstream and the reference of either the base layer or the enhancement reference layer in the previous frame which is controlled by the switch S. If the enhancement reference layer for the next frame is a higher layer than the enhancement reference layer for the current frame, i.e., , then the enhancement reference layer in the previous frame will be used to reconstruct the enhancement reference layer for the next frame. Otherwise, the base layer in the previous reference frame will be used to reconstruct the enhancement reference layer for the next frame. Fig. 7 gives a diagram of a PFGS video decoder with two reference buffers. The two-buffer configuration offers a good tradeoff between coding efficiency and extra cost in memory and computational complexity. The first frame buffer is used to save the reconstructed base layer in a previous frame as the reference for the base layer. It can also be used as the reconstruction reference for some lower quality enhancement layers to generate a display image when the higher quality reference in a previous frame is not available due to errors or packet losses. A second frame buffer is used to save the reconstructed enhancement layer in a previous frame as the prediction reference for all enhancement layers. The decoder is very similar to a base-line FGS decoder but with additional modules to reconstruct and save a middle enhancement layer as a second reference. The switch S in the decoder is used to control which buffer to be used to form the next enhancement layer reference. Compared with FGS, an additional buffer, an additional MC module and an additional IDCT are needed in the improved PFGS framework. In Fig. 7 , denotes the number of bit-plane layers needed to reconstruct the next enhancement reference layer. denotes the number of bit-plane layers used to reconstruct the current display frame.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSES
Extensive experiments and simulations have been performed to test the performance of the proposed PFGS framework.
First, a simple simulation experiment is designed to demonstrate that with only one extra frame buffer the simplified PFGS framework can still provide most of the coding efficiency gain obtained in the original PFGS framework with multiple buffers. The PFGS framework with multiple references is shown in Fig. 1 and the simplified PFGS framework with only two references is shown in Fig. 2 . These two frameworks are almost the same except for the number of the references. At the same time, this experiment also gives the FGS results at the same testing conditions. All test conditions are the same as those specified in the MPEG-4 core experiments. The sequences Akiyo, Foreman, and Coastguard (CIF format) are used in this experiment. Only the first frame is encoded as an I frame and all the other frames are encoded as frames. The base layer encoder is a predictive encoder that includes motion compensation and DCT transformation modules, and it could be compatible to other standards, such as H.263, MPEG-2, or MPEG-4. In this experiment, we used MPEG-4 baseline video coder for the base layer coding. A simple half-pixel motion estimation scheme using linear interpolation was implemented to extract the motion vectors between video frames. The range of the motion vector is set to 31.5 pixels. The same motion vectors are applied to all MCs, which in turn produce the predicted images.
The bit rate of the base layer is 128 kbits/s with TM5 rate control, and the encoding frame rate is 10 Hz. The bit rate of the enhancement layers is not constrained. Since the enhancement layers produce an embedded bitstream, the streaming server can truncate it at any place to match the channel bandwidth. The truncating procedure can be independent of a decoder. In our simulation experiments, the enhancement layer bitstream is truncated at 64 kbits/s, 128 kbits/s, until 384 kbits/s, with an interval of 64 kbits/s. In order to reduce fluctuation when switching between references with different quality, the conditional replenishment scheme is used in the two PFGS frameworks. We define the least significant bit plane as index "0," the next least significant bit plane as index "1," and so on. For the PFGS framework with multiple frame buffers, even frames are predicted from the even layers of the previous frame, and the odd frames are predicted from the odd layers of the previous frame. This alternating structure repeats throughout the encoding of the whole video sequence. For the simplified PFGS framework with only two frame buffers, we choose the most efficient enhancement layers as references through experiments. For Akiyo sequence, the second reference alternates between the second bit plane and the third bit plane. For the Foreman sequence, the second reference alternates between the third bit plane and the fourth bit plane. For the coastguard sequence, the second reference alternates between the fourth bit plane and the fifth bit plane. Table I gives some experimental results of coding these video sequences using the methods described above. For the Akiyo and Coastguard sequences, the luminance PSNR in the PFGS framework with two frame buffers is almost the same as that with multiple frame buffers. For the Foreman sequence, the luminance PSNR in PFGS framework with two frame buffers is about 0.15 dB less than that with multiple frame buffers. It is clearly shown that by only using one additional middle enhancement layer as the reference, we can achieve almost the same coding efficiency as using multiple references. On the other hand, the conditional replenishment approach used in the PFGS architecture with multiple references discards most part of the higher quality references, since HQPR coefficients do not replace LQPR coefficients when the MSB's of the DCT coefficients have been encoded in previous enhancement layers. Meanwhile, from the results presented in Table I , we can see that the two PFGS frameworks can only achieve up to 0.5-dB PSNR gain on average. The main reason is that conditional replenishment scheme is not efficient although it can eliminate the fluctuation.
Extensive simulations have been conducted to test the performance of the improved PFGS framework proposed in this paper. There are two frame buffers in the improved PFGS framework. One is used to save the reconstructed base layer, and another is used to save the reconstructed enhancement reference layer. The base layer is always predicted from the first buffer and all enhancement layers are predicted from the second buffer. The results of the improved PFGS framework are compared with that of FGS. In addition, the results of the nonscalable video-coding scheme are also presented to show the cost of implementing the fine granularity functionality. The nonscalable video scheme is exactly same as the base layer of the FGS scheme, where TM5 controls the output bit rate.
In this experiment, each frame is followed by 59 predicted frames including frames and frames. There are three frames between every two frames. The range of the motion vector is set to 31.5 pixels. The same motion vectors are applied to the two motion compensators, which in turn produce the predicted images. The bit rate of base layer is 256 kbits/s with TM5 rate control, and encoding frame rate is 30 Hz. The enhancement bit streams are truncated at 128 kbits/s, 256 kbits/s, , until 2048 kbits/s, with an interval of 128 kbits/s. In the PFGS scheme, to get a constant video quality, the enhancement layer bits cannot be equally allocated to each frame. The reason is very simple. For instance, in Fig. 4 , frame 2 is predicted from the third enhancement layer of frame 1. Since the reference is of higher quality and is closer to the original image, a shorter bit stream will be generated due to the smaller prediction errors. However, frame 3 is predicted from the second enhancement layer with lower quality. Larger prediction errors would result in a longer bit stream in frame 3. Therefore, to get more or less the same quality across each frame, bits spent for encoding odd frames should be more than that for encoding even frames. On the other hand, if allocating a fixed bit rate for all frames, for example, at a bit rate where the third enhancement layer in an even frame is partially decoded, the previous odd frame may be only decoded up to the second enhancement layer due to the fact that its bit stream is longer. In turn, the quality of even frames may be limited since its higher layer reference (third enhancement layer) in odd frames is not available. This will not only cause the fluctuation of PSNR in adjacent frames, but also affect the overall coding efficiency of the video sequence. Fortunately, the PFGS scheme provides an embedded and fully scalable bit-stream, so that the rate control does not have to occur at the encoding time. A simple rate allocation or truncation module can be used in the streaming server to obtain the optimized quality given a bit-rate constraint.
Some experimental results of the improved PFGS framework are given in Figs. 8-10 for the Akiyo, Coastguard, and Foreman sequences, respectively. As we expected, generally, there is not too much performance gain at lower bit-rates compared with that of FGS. Sometimes there is even quality loss since the reconstruction reference in the decoder may be different from that in the encoder for the lowest few enhancement layers. For the Akiyo sequence, there is only some small quality loss at lower bit rates. This is because in lower enhancement layers, we have to use LQPi instead of HQPi to reconstruct the display image since the HQPi is not available yet at lower bit rates. For the Coastguard and Foreman sequences, we cannot even see the quality loss, because a better prediction compensates most of the loss caused by using different references. However, as the bit-rate increases, we can see consistently significant coding efficiency gain. For the Coastguard sequence, the gain in component can be up to 1 dB. For the Foreman sequence, the gain in component can be up to 1.3 dB. The reason why the Akiyo sequence does not show significant gain is that the base layer bit rate is already very high for this sequence. The quality is already very good at that bit rate.
The experimental results also show that the coding efficiency gap between the FGS scheme and the nonscalable video coding exceeds 3.0 dB. Although, the PFGS scheme has significantly improved the coding efficiency of FGS, the gap between the PFGS scheme and the nonscalable video coding is still large. How to further improve the coding efficiency of the PFGS scheme is still an open question.
VI. SIMULATION OF STREAMING PFGS VIDEO OVER WIRELESS CHANNELS
For most applications over the Internet, the fundamental technical problem is that the network bandwidth varies in a wide range from one user to another (user variations) and from time to time (temporal variations). The major advantage of the PFGS scheme is its bandwidth adaptation capability that provides a good solution for bandwidth fluctuation. With the rapid development of wireless communications, the wireless channel becomes an increasingly popular and convenient means to access the Internet. As we know, the wireless channels have different characteristics than the wired internet channels. They are typically noisy and suffer from a number of channel degradations, such as random bit errors and burst errors due to fading and multiple path reflections. When compressed video data is sent over these channels, the effect of channel errors on the compressed video bitstream can be very severe. As a result, the video decoder that is decoding the corrupted video bitstream often loses synchronization. Moreover, predictive coding techniques such as motion compensation used in various video compression standards make the situation even worse. The decoders based on these techniques would quickly propagate the effects of channel errors across the video sequence and rapidly degrade video quality. To deal with this problem, some error resilience and concealment methods are introduced in [18] , [19] .
For applications involving transmitting video over error-prone channels, such as the wireless channels, the PFGS framework provides a more robust solution. First, PFGS provides an inherent error recovery feature that can gracefully recover from any enhancement layer errors. Second, the PFGS framework provides a layered bitstream structure with different importance at different layers. In this layered bitstream structure, the most important information can be sent separately and with increased error protection compared to the less important enhancement information. There are basically two bitstreams in the PFGS framework: the base layer bitstream and the enhancement layer bitstream. The base layer bitstream is very sensitive to channel errors. Any random errors or burst errors may cause the decoder to lose synchronization, and the decoded errors will propagate to the start of the next GOP. However, the enhancement layers can tolerate the channel errors. When there are errors in the enhancement layer bitstream, a decoder can simply drop the rest of the enhancement bitstream of this frame and search for the next synchronization marker. There should be neither obvious visual artifacts nor error propagation due to the error recovery feature of the PFGS scheme. Generally, since the bit rate of the base layer is very low, channel coding with the same number of bits can provide better protection to base layer than to the overall bitstream. On the other hand, if the channel is a time-varying channel, as in many wireless communication situations, it is very feasible to adaptively adjust the rate allocation between the source and channel coding operations seamlessly with the PFGS scheme. Therefore, the quality of base layer can be maintained at a stable level.
In this section, we simulate the delivery of two kinds of video bitstreams over wireless channels. The first kind of bitstreams is MPEG-4 single-layer bitstreams. Some error-resilience tools are applied from the source coding viewpoint, such as Resynchronization Marker, Data Partitioning, and Header Extension Code (HEC). The second kind of bitstreams are the PFGS bitstreams. The same error-resilience tools are applied to the base layer, and the enhancement layers are encoded without any error protection and concealment. In the PFGS coding scheme, both the overall source bit-rate and bit allocation between source and channel coding can be dynamically adjusted depending on the channel feedback. However, it is very difficult for the singlelayer case to adapt to bandwidth fluctuation for bit re-allocation. Therefore, the channel bandwidth and bit allocation between source and channel coding are fixed in our simulation.
We use a two-state Markov model to simulate the wireless channel as in Fig. 11 [20] . This model can characterize the error sequences generated by data transmission channels. In the good state errors occur with low probability , while in bad state , they occur with high probability . The errors occur in cluster or bursts with relatively long error free intervals (gaps) between them. The state transitions are shown in Fig. 11 and summarized by its transition probability matrix
The model can be used to generate sequences of symbol error. In this case, it is common to set and . However, in situations where a Reed-Solomon (RS) code over is to be used, it is more appropriate for the model to generate -bit symbol errors. If , this model will simulate a random error, where is the bit error rate.
The QCIF News sequence is used in our simulation, and the encoding frame rate is 10 Hz. Only the first frame is encoded as an frame, and other frames are encoded as frames. The total channel bandwidth is 64 and 8 kbits/s of it is used for channel coding for each bitstream. For the MPEG-4 single-layer bitstream, the bit rate of source coding is 56 kbits/s. For the PFGS bitstream, 32 kbits/s is used for base layer source coding. The enhancement layer bitstream can be truncated to 24 kbits/s to fit in the channel bandwidth. It is obvious that the PFGS bitstream can be decoded from 32 to 56 kbits/s. The channel parameter Fig. 12 . Clearly, after going through the simulated wireless channel, there are too many visual artifacts in the decoded images from the received MPEG-4 single-layer bitstream which contains errors now, while the results using the improved PFGS framework still provide very good image quality. The reason is that the PFGS framework provides a robust enhancement layer bitstream. Since only the sensitive base layer bitstream needs the protection of channel coding, the 8 kbits/s channel coding can provide stronger protection for the base layer bitstream.
On the other hand, for the MPEG-4 single-layer bitstream, the whole bitstream is very sensitive to channel errors. The 8 kbits/s channel coding has to provide protection for every bit in that bitstream. Therefore, the channel coding protection becomes relatively weak and more channel errors could not be corrected under the same channel condition.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a highly efficient scalable video-coding framework is first proposed. Compared with the FGS scheme in MPEG-4, the proposed PFGS framework tries to use some higher quality references to improve the coding efficiency, since higher quality references make the motion predictions more accurate. In order to keep the scalability properties, such as fine granularity scalability, bandwidth adaptation, and error recovery, the basic PFGS framework preserves a complete prediction path from the lowest layer to the highest layer. However, multiple extra frame buffers are needed to save the reconstructed reference layers in the basic PFGS framework, which increases the memory cost and computational complexity. We simplify the basic PFGS framework from multiple extra frame buffers to one extra frame buffer, while still keeping almost the same coding efficiency. Moreover, an improved PFGS framework is proposed to further improve the coding efficiency by effectively eliminating the fluctuation at enhancement layers when switching references. While the original PFGS framework provides about 0.5-dB coding efficiency gain over the FGS in MPEG-4, the improved PFGS framework provides about 1-dB coding efficiency gain. The coding efficiency gap between scalable video coding and the nonscalable video coding is closing.
The advantages of the PFGS scheme, such as layered coding and error recovery are further demonstrated through a wireless transmission simulation. The simulation results clearly show that under the same conditions in an error-prone channel, the PFGS scheme can produce much better decoded images than the single-layer nonscalable MPEG-4 scheme.
In the future, more studies need to be done on how to further improve the coding efficiency and robustness of the PFGS framework, and on how to optimally transport it through internet and wireless channels. The coding efficiency gap between the nonscalable video coding and the PFGS video coding is still big although it is closing. How can we design an optimized PFGS encoder with improved coding efficiency? How can we optimally allocate (truncate) bits among different frames under an overall bit-rate constraint? Sometimes, the base layer bitstream may be still too long for certain applications, so how shall we add spatial scalability in the PFGS framework? How to address the real-time video communication issues? What are the best network protocols for streaming the PFGS video over the internet? These are all open questions that need to be answered.
Some simple error-detection and resynchronization tools should be added to the PFGS enhancement-layer bitstream to improve its robustness and efficiency. In the present enhancement-layer bitstream, once an error is detected, the rest of the bitstream in the current frame is simply dropped. If there are some resynchronization markers in the enhancement-layer bitstream, we could just discard the part of the bitstream between two resynchronization markers and continue decoding the rest of the bitstream to minimize the error effects. On the other hand, how to allocate bit rate between source and channel coding dynamically according to channel conditions is another topic that needs further study. 
